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Abstract

Introduction

A number of scientists
in the early 20th
century conceived cell water and ions as existing
in unique "colloidal"
or "bound" states.
work in
the 1930's, however, established
the assumption
that most of cell water and of K exist in a free
state like that of a dilute aqueous solution,
so
that the osmotic activity
of cell K serves to
balance that of the high concentration
of
extracellular
Na. 'Ihis assumption underlies
theoretical
concepts of membrane pumps, Donnan
equilibria,
and cell potentials,
and led to the
now classical
membrane-osmotic-pump-leak
concept
of cell ionic distributions
and volume
maintenance.
Nevertheless,
the results of a
number of physiological
studies,
accumulated
beginning in the 1950's, are incanpatible
with
the classical
membrane-osmotic pump-leak concepts
and led to radically
different
concepts of the
physical state of cell water and ions.
Of these
the most coherent theory is that of Ling.
It is
now realized that the interpretation
of many of
the physical studies of cell water, such as
dielectric
and ~R relaxations,
is
model-<lependent, and that the relaxations
are
dominated by small fractions
of "bound" water.
That the bulk of cell water exists in an ordered
state is now firmly established
by diffusion
measuranents using NMRand quasielastic
neutron
scattering.
'Ihe properties
of bulk water in this
state are well-<lefined by recent studies in
polymeric model systems, and include relative
solute exclusion,
reduced rotational
and
translational
diffusion,
a distribution
of
correlation
times on the order of 10-ll
sec., high osmotic pressures,
and particular
patterns of freezing and thawing+ The specific
adsorbed state of most of cell K is now
established
by electron microscopic,
and
near-edge x-ray absorption studies.

In the 1830's, shortly after the enunciation
of the cell theory, attention
was directed toward
protoplasm, a gelatinous
substance that somehow
maintained the integrity
of the cell.
Graham
distinguished
crystalloids
and colloids according
to their relative
rate of diffusion.
Gelatin was
the prototypic colloid and a number of biologists
began to think of protoplasm as a colloid.
Traube studied the copper ferrocyanide gel
membrane and discovered its sanipermeability
(ie., its much greater permeability
to water than
to any other substance).
Pfeffer used the copper
ferrocyanide
gel membrane to study the osmotic
pressure of dilute solutions.
He noted that
cells also are often semipermeable and often
behave as osmaneters when exposed to solutions
containing high or low concentrations
of solutes.
In 1877 he proposed the membrane theory of cell
physiology (1).
Implicit in this theory is the
assumption that a large part of water within
cells is like water in a dilute aqueous
solution.
Consequently the plasma membrane has a
major role in maintaining the integrity
of the
cell.
By the early 1900's, Overton had studied
the
permeability
of cells to hundreds of substances
and postulated
the lipoidal
nature of the
membrane. He recognized that it had to have
small pores for passage of water to account for
the sanipermeability
of cells and their behavior
as osmaneters.
'Ihe discovery that most cells
have high concentrations
of potassium but low
concentrations
of sodium, and that they are
permeable to potassium led to the concept of
charged pores large enough to allow passage of
potassium (but not of sodium or chloride).
In
this context, Bernstein proposed that the cell
potential
is a membrane potential
determined by
the asymnetric distribution
of potassium.
These concepts crystalized
in 1940 in a
landmark study of Boyle and Conway in frog
striated
muscle (2). The high concentration
of
cell potassium was assumed to follow an
electrochanical
equilibrium of the type proposed
by Donnan, in which fixed or impermeant negative
charges within the cell are balanced by
potassium.
Qiloride was also found to be
permeant.
The distributions
of potassium and
chloride,
and the potential
(E) seemed to fit the

KEYWORDS: Cell water, osmotic activity,
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history of the development of these concepts is
given in the first five chapters of Ling's recent
book (5). The rationale
leading to the models in
Figure 1 left little
doubt about the correctness
of the basic assumption that most of cell water
and ions exist in a physical state that is
essentially
a dilute aqueous solution.
If the assumption that most of cell water and
ions exist in a physical state that is
essentially
a dilute aqueous solution were true,
there wouldn't be too much more to say abcut "The
state of water in the cell", and this manuscript
could be quickly brought to a close.
However, I
wish to examine the subject from more recent
physiological
and physical-chenical
perspectives.

Membrane - Osmotic Model
Before 1940

After 1940

( DONNAN EQUILIBRIUM
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1.

Classical

simple Donnan ratio,

An obvious question
to ask is whether or not
the cell has enough energy to operate the
postulated
sodium pump. '!his question was
addressed by Levi and Ussing in 1948 (6) in their
pioneering study of isotopic sodium efflux from
muscle cells.
Taking into account the chenical
gradient of sodium, the cell potential,
and the
rate of sodium efflux,
they figured that one
third or more of the energy available
from
metabolism would be needed to support the sodium
pump, and this would not leave enough energy for
other functions.
Ussing postulated
that isotopic
sodium efflux is not a measure of outward sodium
pumping because of the presence of a
sodium-sodium exchange diffusion
carrier
that
simply shuttles
sodium back and forth across the
membrane. Ling (7, 8) performed similar studies,
but under conditions of metabolic inhibition,
and
found that the energy required for sodium pumping
exceeded that available by 15-30 times.
He was
not impressed by the ad hoc postulations,
like
exchange diffusion,
offered to explain this.
Moreover, he pointed out that of eight muscle
ions studied, no two followed the same Donnan
ratio, r, so that at least 7 of them must somehow
be pumped. In addition energy would be needed
for all the nonelectrolyte
(sugar, amino acid)
pumps that must also exist, as well as the
numerous organelle pumps that are now postulated.
More recently I reexamined this and other
questions in quite a different
cell, the human
peripheral
blood lymphocyte.
'Ihe results are
reviewed in detail elsewhere (9) and will be
touched on here very briefly.
Reference to the
right side of figure 1 will indicate three of the
basic consequences of the membrane-osmotic
pump-leak theory.
'Ihese are:

Models of Cells.

r:
=e

Ferspective

EF/RI'

Cell volume was determined primarily by the
osmotic pressure exerted by potassium.
It was
recognized that the Donnan equilibrium
is
incompatible with osmotic equilibrium,
unless
there is a counterbalancing
force to prevent
water from entering the cell.
'!his force could
be provided by hydrostatic
pressure exerted by a
rigid cell wall.
However, this does not occur in
animal cells.
The membrane was thought to be
impermeable to sodium, so the external sodium
would serve as a fixed charge on the outside of
the cell.
'!his would create a "double-Donnan"
systen, preventing excessive swelling of the
cell.
'!his concept is illustrated
on the left
side of figure 1.
At the same time as Boyle and Conway's study,
however, radioactive
isotopes of sodium were
introduced and it was discovered that cells
readily take up sodium and are quite permeable to
sodium. '!his left little
choice other than the
postulation
of an outwardly--<lirected sodium pump
which would make up for the leakage of sodium
inward down its electrochenical
gradient.
The
pump would be necessary to prevent swelling
caused by the forces at work in the Donnan
equilibrium.
Moreover, the sodium pump explained
observations made primarily
in the 1930's, that
cell ion levels are often dependent on metabolism
and on tenperature,
and that metabolic inhibition
often causes swelling of cells.
Finally,
the
sodium pump was compatible with the concept,
developed by Lipman in 1941, that the high energy
phosphate bond of ATP is the pdmary source of
energy for biological
work performance (3). '!he
subsequent discovery of the NA, K-ATPase (4), its
location within membranes, and its inhibition
by
cardiac glycosides like ouabain, left little
doubt about the correctness
of the theory.
'Ihe
revised membrane theory is shown on the right
side of Figure 1. A remarkable outline of the

1)
2)
3)

The gain of sodium during inhibition
of the
sodium pump should be caused by a decreased
rate of sodium efflux.
The inhibition
of the sodium pump should
permit cell swelling to occur due to the
forces involved in the Donnan equilibrium.
The rate limiting step in steady-state
ion
exchange occurs in the surface membrane and
is manifested by an exponential function.

(1) Efflux of sodium from lymphocytes in which
outward sodium pumping is inhibited.
'Ihe efflux
of
22 Na from control lymphocytes is compared to
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TABLE1.

Rates of Na+ Efflux From Human
Lymphocytes (Fran references
10, 11, 12, 13).
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that fran lymphocytes that are gaining sodiun in
response to metabolic inh~bition }n figure 2.
The dominant slower fraction of 2 Na efflux is
conventionally
assuned to be due to surface
membrane processes,
and I focus attention
on it.
The result in figure 2 is the same as observed by
Ling in frog muscle, and shows that the gain of
sodiun is not accompanied by a decrease in sodiun
efflux.
We studied sodium efflux under a variety
of conditions
in which the pump ought to be

WATERANDIONS IN HUMAN
LYMPHOCYTES
(Fran reffrence
14). Cells are in
145 mMNa, 5.6 mMK+, 136 mMClin Hank's medium.
K+
(mnole/1.

Water
(% wet wt.)

37°C.
o0 c.
37°c. Qiabain
37~C. ATP-Depteted
37C. O.lmM~
o0 c. 0.4 mMK exex

77.8
77.5
78.6
77. 7
77. 7
76.5

33
7

39

(2) The maintenance of cell volume when the
sodium pump is inhibited.
'!he normal steady-state
contents of water and ions in lymphocytes
incubated two days in isotonic medium at 37°c
are shown in the top line in table 2. When the
cells are depleted of ATP, incubated at o0 ,
treated with ouabain, or incubated in low
concentrations
of potassium, they lose potassium
and gain sodium, and the sodiun reaches a level
that is equal to or greater than in the external
medium. By this simple criterion
the outward
pumping of sodium is fully inhibited.
Yet, the
cells do not swell (ie., they do not gain water
relative
to their dry mass).
Under these
conditions,
not only is there no net exclusion of
sodium, there is no net exclusion of potassium,
chloride,
or, as described elsewhere, M:J, ca or
phosphate (14).
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Figure 2. Efflux of
Na From Lymphocytes
During ATP-Depletion and Net Gain of Na+. (e)
Control, and (o) IM, N2-treated
cells.
From
reference 11.

Condition

5
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inhibited,
and some of the results are sumnarized
in table 1. The cells were either gaining sodium
or have gained sodium to a point where the
cell-medium sodium gradient is dissipated.
Under
no circumstance was the gain of sodium
accompanied by a decrease in sodil.lll efflux.

TIME (minutes)

TABLE2.

3

37.2
165
177
223
188
184

23

179
43.8
20.0
13.1
17.2
19.4

cell

Cl
water)
94. 7
104
150
203
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(3) Multiple cellular
fractions of steady-state
isotopic ionic exchange. The rates of sodium
efflux described in table 1 were derived from the
slowest exponential functions of ionic exchange
illustrated
in figure 2. '!his slow fraction of
exchange is conventionally
assumed to mirror
processes within the plasma membrane. '!his
assumption is not only reasonable but mandatory
since most of the normal potassium in the cell
exchanges in this fraction.
Moreover, when
lymphocytes gain sodium, the sodium that is
gained exchanges within the slowest fraction.
Clearly then, if the surface membrane is
responsible
for the control of cell ionic
concentrations,
this dominant slow exponential
fraction must mirror surface membrane-limited
processes.
It is noted in figure 2, however,
that the slow fraction is preceded by one or two
faster fractions.
'!his occurs not only with
sodium, but, as shown in figures 3 and 4 with
potassium and chloride.
In extensive studies, we
examined the potential
sources of these fast
fractions,
and concluded that the fast fractions
are intracellular
in origin and occur in series
with the slower fractions
(9,10,12,15,16).
Hence, the fast fractions
are the ones that
mirror the permeability
of the surface membrane.
The slow fractions must therefore mirror either
subcellular
compartments or absorption onto and
desorption
fran intracellular
macromolecules.
In
either case, processes within the surface
membrane are not the primary determinants of the
levels of ions in the cells.
Similar
observations
were made by Ling in frog muscle aoo
frog oocytes, and in these cases the fast
fractions were observed in single cells as well.
(see reference 5).
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'!here is yet a fourth series of studies in
which we addressed a major consequence of the
membrane-osmotic-pump-leak theory outlined on the
right side of figure 1: the coupling between
movements of potassium and sodium via the Na,
K-ATPase. These included studies of the effects
of temperature on cell ion levels, rates of ionic
exchange, metabolism, and the activity
of the Na,
K-ATPase. In many circumstances,
we found
absolutely no correlation
between these various
factors.
'Ihese results
(13,16,17,18) reinforced
the conclusion that the sodium pump is not
responsible
for the maintenance of the cellular
ionic levels in lymphocytes.

+

+

Figure 3. Self-Exchanges of K and of Na
Determined by Isotopic Efflux Techniques in Human
~ocytes.
eei1s were prelo~ded with 42K or
L Na in 5. 5 mM K ex' 145 mM Na
at
37°c., and then transferred
to ~ential
but
non-labelled medium. Data are expressed as q::rn
remaining in the cells at time, t, divided by cµn
at time 0. The data are analyzed by extrapolating
the slowest exponential component to the
ordinate,
substracting
fran the total,
and
re-plotting
the remainder.
F, I, and S refer to
"fast",
"intermediate",
and "slow" components of
ionic self-exchange.
'Ihese data are redrawn fran
reference 12, means+/- SE1'1.

Before going further,
it is important to ask
whether we have adequately considered all of the
possible explanations
for our results.
Have we
considered other membrane mechanisms of volume
regulation?
Have we ruled out other mechanisms
of ionic transport,
like exchange diffusion?
Have we ruled out all possible sources of the
fast fractions
of ionic exchange? 'Ihese topics
are dealt with extensively
in the primary papers
(10-20) and in a recent review (9).
It is also
important to deal with various things that
"everyone knows" to be true, such as the proof of
sodium pumping in isolated axons, red cell ghosts
and membrane vesicles;
the fact that ouabain
appears to affect only the Na, K-ATPase; the
effect of "ionophores" on cells; the success of
the membrane theory of the cell potential;
or the

amounts of "free" sodium and potassium detected
by intracellular
ion-sensitive
microelectrodes.
'Ihese, and other topics have also been reviewed
elsewhere, and in many cases examined
experimentally
(eg, 5, 21, 22).
The results of our studies in lymphocytes
(9-21) are explained by a simple schematic model
of this cell shown in figure 5. The model is net
original but conforms to the theory of Ling
called the association
- induction hypothesis
(5,8).
Ordered cellular
water excludes solutes
to equilibrium
levels that for potassium are 0.6
times the concentration
in the external medium,
for sodium, 0.2, and for chloride,
0.4.
Most of
the normal amount of potassium is adsorbed, or
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Figure 4. Self-exchange of Cl in Human
Lymphocytes. Experiments performed as in Figure
3. From reference 16.
F = "fast", S = "slow"
bound, onto fixed anionic sites on proteins that
are directly
or indirectly
influenced by ATP,
ouabain and temperature.
When these cells are
induced to gain sodium (table 2), most of the
sodium replaces adsorbed potassium in a
mole-for-mole fashion.
Ions dissolved within
cell water exchange with ions in the external
medium at a rate, five orders of magnitude slower
than free diffusion,
determined by the
permeability of the plasma membrane. '!his
exchange is seen in the fast fractions
in figures
3 & 4. 'Ihe slower fractions mirror the exchange
between free and adsorbed ions within the cell.
In the remainder of this paper I will
concentrate on the questions:
What is the nature
of this so called "ordered water" within the
cell?
Howdo we explain the fundamental
observation that cells appear to behave as
osmaneters?
Physical

Chemical R=rspective

The physical chemical perspective begins with
exactly the same topic with which the
physiological
perspective began: the behavior of
cells as osmaneters.
Dutrochet, in 1827, defined
osmotic pressure (11) as the pressure which when
applied to a solution will prevent the movenent
of water into it when it is separated from pure
water by a membrane permeable only to water.
Van't Hoff noted that by analogy with the gas
laws,
TTV

=

nRT,

(2)

where Vis the volume of water and n = 1 for a
non-dissociating
solute.
If in the case of a cell, there is no solute
movenent, V, the volume of cell water is:
V

=

constant/TT •

=

constant/TT,

(4)

where b refers to a fraction of cell water that
does not appear to change with change in TT
outside the cell.
Pfeffer (1) noted this and
thought that it might be due to some sort of
colloidal
"swelling water" within the cell.
Later, the concept of "non-solvent" water (equal
to bin equation 4) developed (23).
Before the 1920's, physical chemical studies
focused on dilute aqueous solutions and served to
provide simple models of physiological
processes.
Physical chenists did not have
theories or experimental techniques to define
"colloidal"
systens.
In the 1920's, Gertner (24)
attempted not only to study the "swelling water"
of colloidal
systems but to use available
physical chemical techniques, specifically
colligative
properties,
to study cells directly.
He observed cell water unable to freeze at
-20°c, excess depression of freezing point or
vapor pressure when sugars are add~, and
.
dilatometric
expansion of water during freezing.
He thought that these pointed to a particularly
unique state of water, perhaps occurring in
multilayers,
in cells and colloidal
systems.
Gortner's interpretration,
however was
strongly criticized
(25,26).
It was pointed out
that the temperature of freezing depends on the
rate of cooling, that water in capillaries
can
easily be supercooled to -20°c, and that the
hydration water of sugars added as solutes should
be taken into account.
Moreover, A.V. Hill
exerted a great deal of influence in his landmark
studies in 1930, one of which was published under
the title "The State of Water in Muscle and
Blood" (27).
He found that urea distributed
throughout all the water of cells,
indicating
that "non-solvent" water does not exist.
He
postulated
that deviation of cells fran behavior
of osmaneters is simply due to death of some 20%
of the cells.
Finally, since the vapor pressure
of muscle water equals that of a simple dilute
aqueous solution of a similar salt concentration,
all of the potassium in the cell must exist free
in solution.
'Ihese arguments provided a most rational
basis for the assumptions underlying the cell
models in figure 1 - that nearly all water and
ions in the cell exist in a physical state
essentially
that of a dilute aqueous solution.
By the end of the 1950's there were few remaining
active dissidents,
among them Ling in the U.S.,
Troshin in Russia, and Ernst in Hungary. Over
the past 25 years, however, quite a different
perspective
has emerged. ~ place this
perspective
within context of the question of the
behavior of cells as osmaneters:
(1) Swelling or shrinking of most cells under
most conditions does require the assumption
of non-solvent water.
Urea is an exception
even in simple model systE!TlS.

{

0

Cell

The classical
osmotic experiment is to vary 11
outside the cell and plot Vas a function of 1/TT,
which for a perfect osmaneter gives a straight
line that extrapolates
to the origin.
In reality
one usually finds

1.0~-------------------,
36 c1

in

(3)
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(2) Different probes of cell water often give
different
fractions of free an::1non-solvent
water in the same cell.
(3) fustulates
of non-solvent water reach the
extreme.
For example, in lllrlich ascites
cells "non-solvent water" varies from 25% to
44%during the cell cycle, without change in
concentration
of potassiun an::1sodium (28).
And, in amphibian oocytes, 65% of water is
"non-solvent" for potassium (29).
(4) Separation of water into two extreme types is
arbitrary.
(5) The physical nature of non-solvent water is
difficult
to envision.
(6) The data are described by a radically
different
theory (30).
(7) M::Jstof cell potassium is not free in
solution.
In fact, the last item alone, if true would
man::late the assumption that cell water exists in
a physical state different
from that of a dilute
aqueous solution.
Irrlirect evidence is provided
by the extensive physiological
studies that led
to the cell model in figure 5. M::Jredirect
evidence is provided by Ling's studies of ionic
retention and diffusion
in frog muscle cells cut
open at one end (31). A recent study of the
x-ray absorption edge fine structure of potassium
in frog red cells, a technique in which the
spectrum is determined by the effects of the
imnediate chemical envirorrnent on the excited
state of the K shell electron of the ion, led the
authors to conclude that:
"The differences
are
characteristic
of the complex binding of
potassiun in these frog blood cells an::1 that, for
potassium the cell cannot be regarded as an
aqueous solution"
(32). But, the most dramatic
accumulation of evidence that most of potassium
is adsorbed onto specific sites (carboxyl groups)
of proteins is llielmann'$ series of studies of
frog striated muscle using freeze-dried
preparations
"stained" with cesium, rubidium or
thallium; autoradiography;
electron probe
microanalysis;
and laser mass microprobe analysis
(33,34).
Sane of these studies are describe:! by
llielmann elsewhere in these proceedings.
If most of cell potassiun is adsorbed, then
what maintains the osmotic pressure of cell water
so that it balances that of the external me:lium?
Properties

6K

4K-140K

145 Na

22Na-20Na

136 Cl

t

External Ions

(mt.1)

Free
Ions
( mt.1)

•

Adsorbed Ions
Cmmole/kg)

Figure 5. Schematic model of the hunan
lymphocyte.
Zig-zags in::licate macro-molecules
that adsorb ions.
Free ions are dissolve:! within
ordered cellular
water at equilibrium
concentrations
less than in the external me:lium.
Thick arrows irrlicate relatively
rapid ionic
self-exchange across the cell surface ("F" in
Fig. 3), an::1thin arrows in::licate slower ionic
self-exchange between cell water and adsorption
sites (''S" in Fig. 3).
Solute exclusion has both entropic an::1enthalpic
contributions
and q-values differ according to
the size an::1nature of the solute.
For urea,
ethylene glycol and methanol there is little
or
no exclusion because these molecules are easily
integrated
into the water structure
(35). 'Ihe
q-values of ions in lymphocytes are SL1111narize:I
in
table 3 and those of non-electrolytes
in muscle
(36) are SL1111narize:I
in table 4. Relative solute
exclusion provides the simplest, least equivocal
way to identify changes in this water, an::1, as we
will see must occur in any appropriate model
system.
This water has a crucial physiologic
role: it is responsible for net exclusion of
sodiun from cells.
An important implication of
this concept (figure 5) is that the thermodynamic
activity of a solute within cell water is the
same as that of the solute in the external
me:lium.
Q-ice again, one must pose the question:
Since most potassiun is adsorbe:I an::1since the
number of solute particles
within cell water are
less than in the external me:liun, what maintains
the osmotic pressure of cell water so that it
equals that of the external me:lium?
!'1.lltilayer fularization
The validity of the classical
osmotic
experiment rests on the assumption that there is
no net movement of solute in or out of the cell
during the time that water re-equilibrates.
Ling
and I (30) found, however, that even sucrose,
traditionally
assune:I to be impermeant, readily
enters frog striated muscle cells.
Ling devised
a technique for the study of water equilibrium
over a wide range of activities
by exposing
muscles not to solutions but to water vapors of
known relative vapor pressure (p/p ). 'Ihe
results,
plotte:I according to the 81assical
osmotic experiment (translating
p/p into the
equivalent osmotic pressure, TT), ar~ shown in

of Cell Water

There are three properties
of ordere:I cell
water that can be examine:! in intact cells in a
relatively
straightforward
fashion.
'Ihese
include solute exclusion, multilayer polarization
and diffusion of water.
Solute exclusion
This property of cell water is illustrated
in
the model in figure 5. Solutes dissolve:! within
cell water exist at equilibrium concentrations
that are usually lower than in the external
me:lium and bear a non-saturable
relation
to the
concentration
of solute in the external me:liun
(9,15,19).
'Ihis relation
is characterized
by the
q-value:
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Figure 6. Water Content of Frog Sartorius
t-llscles Equilibrated
in Water Vapors. Relative
vapor pressures
(p/p ) varied from 0.043 to
0
0. 996, arrl 1Twas calculated
fran then.
At 1/
0.05, p/p = 0.985. (From reference 30).

1T

0

TABLE3.

Equilibrium Distribution
Ratios (q.)
of Ions Dissolved in Lymphocyte Water.
(From Fig~~e 5 and references
10,15,
16,19; Mg
data unpublished).

TABLE4.

Equilibrium Distribution
Ratios (q.)
of Nonelectrolytes
in Frog Muscle 1
(From Reference 36).

Methanol
Ethylene Glycol
Glycerol
Xylose
Glucose
OC-Me-Glucoside
Sucrose

0.6
0.2
0.4
0.6

figure 6. '!he linear portion of the curve would
corresporrl to behavior as an osmaneter, but would
require a "non-solvent water" of 30%, determined
by its extrapolation
to the ordinate.
However, a
much better perspective
on the situation
is
obtained by plotting
the water content not as a
function of 1/ n, which markedly condenses the
lower range of osmotic pressures,
but as a
function of p/p,
a straightforward
measure of
water activity. 0 This is shown in figure 7. The
cell water that follows a linear function of 1/n
(figure 6) corresporrls to less than the upper 3%
of the range of water activities.
Is there a way to describe the water contents
of the cells over a much wider range of water
activities?
Ling reasoned that if cell water is
able to exclude sodium (table 3) and sucrose
(table 4) to concentrations
only 0.2 of those in
the external medium, the water must be ordered in
multilayers
(37). Since water has a high
polarizability
and a large permanent dipole
manent, Ling adopted the Bradley isotherm,
originally
derived to describe the multilayer
adsorption of substances with permanent dipole
manents onto polarizable
substrates
(38).

1.1

1.0

o.7
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.2

The essence of the Bradley isotherm

is as

follm,s,µ~

<=~=---'L--=-----~)

F

The dipole,µ in the field, F, has energy F cos 9.
For the mth layer, the total induced dipole
perpendicular
to the surface is:
(6)

The latent
is:
H

m

heat of vaporization

of the mth layer
(7)

where a is the amount of water adsorbed and
polarizability,
cr and dipole
manent,µ,
are taken
into the constant K1• Since pm=exp (Hm/RT)
(8)

Hence, a plot of a vs. log (log p /p) should
yield a straight
line.
The appli8ation
of
equation 8 to the data of figure 6 is sh0wn in
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Figure 8. Water Content of Frog Muscles Plotted
According to the Bradley Isotherm
(Equation 8).

Figure 7. Water Concent of Frog Muscles as a
Function of p/p.
'Ihe same data as in figure
6.
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TABLE5.

Diffusion

Coefficients

QNS

NMR
Translation
2

(an /sec)

Water
Artemia

Reference

2.4
0.4

X
X

of Water in Artemia

10- 5
10- 5

Translation

Rotation

(an2/sec)

(sec -1)

2.4
0. 7

X
X

-5
10_5
10

8.1
6.0

X
X

1010
109
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techniques show consistently
a decrease of
diffusion of water in cells by a factor of two or
more (see references
40,41 for review).
The
modelling of potential
barriers within the well
organized striated muscles suggest that the
proteins themselves could not possibly cause this
much of a decrease in diffusion
(40). The
importance of this issue for models of cell water
pranpted the introduction
of the technique of
quasi-elastic
neutron scattering
(QNS) to study
diffusion
and it has been so far applied to one
cell and to a variety of model systems.
l'eutron
scattering,
unlike NMR, is sensitive
to both
translational
and rotational
diffusion.
It has
space-time correlation
functions on the order of
Angstrom units and picoseconds, so that the
result is not influenced by barriers.
Trantham
et al (42) used this to study water diffusion
in
thebrine
shrimp (Artemia) cyst, and the results
are canpared with those obtained by NMRin table
5. It is clear, first,
that the translational
diffusion
coefficient
measured by NMRis close to

figure 8. The curve that fits the upper 95% of
cell water content in figure 7 is also drawn
according to equation 8. It is clear that the
assumption that the bulk of cell water is
polarized in multilayers
can account for a wide
range of water activities,
including the apparent
behavior of cells as osmaneters over the limited
range in which it occurs.
'Ihere is no need to
postulate
"non-solvent water".
Diffusion of cell water
Isotopic measurements of water diffusion
in a
large cell, the amphibian oocyte (39) indicated a
reduction in the diffusion
coefficient,
D, by a
factor of 2-3 relative
to that of free water,
D.
tbwever, isotopic exchange is easily
igfluenced by barriers
within the cell.
The
pulse-gradient
spin-echo ~R technique is better,
with space-time correlation
functions on the
order of one micron and several milliseconds,
but
it is subject to barriers.
Moreover,
pulse-gradient
spin-echo ~R is sensitive
only to
translational
diffusion.
Nevertheless,
these
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TABLE6.

of Water

in

the

Cell
CONDITIONSOF MULTILAYER
POLARIZATION
OF WATER

l'tldel Systems in M-lich water Displays
Properties of Bulk Cell Water

Reference

Property
Solute Exclusion
Gelatin
Silica Gel
Cellulose Acetate
!'Ethyl Cellulose
Sulfonate Resin
Wool
DNA
PEO, PVP, PEG, PVME
1"111
tilayer
Polarization
Gelatin
Cellulose Acetate
Sulfonate Resin
Wool

(47)

(48)
(49)
(35)
(36)
(50)
(51)
(35)
( 5)

(49)
(49)

PEO, PVP, PVME

(37)

(50)

DNA

Collagen
Silk Fibroin
Rlly-glycine-d,1-alanine
Reduced Diffusion
Agarose
PEO

Figure 9. Corrlitions for Multilayer Polarization
of Water. Water molecules are depicted as
J\dapted from Ling, reference 49.
dipoles.

(37)
( 5)

49)
(42)
(52)

The water of the sulfonate
ion exchange resin,
for example, excludes non-8lectrolytes
in a
manner that is remarkably similar to that
observed in frog muscle in table 4 (36). Reduced
diffusion
has been observed in many similar
systems, but I list only those that have been
studied using QNS (42,52).
M-lat do these diverse polymers have in
coornon? Ling (49) has pointed out that many of
them can be characterized
according to one of the
two schemes in figure 9: alternating
electronegative
regions separated by a distance
of two water molecules or alterating
electronegative,
electropositive
regions
separated a distance of one water molecule.
l-i:?
recognized that only these would permit lateral
attraction
between water dipoles an:1 permit
stable polarization
in multilayers.
M-lat in
cells could provide such a backbone? These
criteria
are in fact met by the extended
polypeptide chain.
This is why proteins like
gelatin and silk fibroin are able to produce
ordered bulk water, while globular proteins like
albumin and hemoglobin are not.
Ling predicted,
therefore
that if one were to denature globular
proteins in such a manner as to cause them to
becane extended (ie, with urea or guanidine
hydrochloride)
they would then orient water in a
similar manner. Ling has recently shown
experimentally
that this is the case (53).
In
the cell, proteins like actin and depolymerized
tubulin must be responsible
for the ordering of
the bulk of cell water.
The major challenge
facing this theory now is to locate and define
such proteins.
Recently, in an extensive series of studies
Ling an:1 his colleagues
(35,53-58) have used sane
of these model systems in order to define
additional
properties
of ordered water, an:1 to
contrast
the behavior of such solutions with

the real value and only slightly
affected by
barriers
within the cells,
an:1 second, that the
rotational
diffusion
coefficient
is affected to a
greater degree than the translational
one.
A number of other physical techniques have
been applied to study cell water.
NMRrelaxation
(44,45) and, to some extent dielectric
relaxation
(46), are daninated by the presence of small
quantities
of "bound" water associated with
proteins.
An:1 in the case of NMR,relaxations
of
water protons of a very small fraction of the
water may be subject to paramagnetic enhancenent
or cross-correlation
with macromolecular protons.
These give ~~tiona1_ orrelation
times on the
6 seconds, and
order of 10
to 10
since this
water is exchangeable with bulk water, it has a
major influence on the observed relaxation
time.
In the presence of such water, which seens to
occur in virtually
all protein-containing
systems
an:1 solutions,
it is impossible to deduce the
correlation
times that characterize
the bulk cell
water arrl that, as we shall see, are not vastly
different
from those of pure water.
1he
heterogeneity
of water in cells an:1 the model
dependence of the interpretation
of the results
of techniques like NMR,make it imperative that
we find simple model systems in order to further
characterize
this water.
l'tldeling

CELLULOSE ACETATE
EXTENOED POLYPEPTIDES

Cell Water

l'tldel systems in which water is known to
display one or more of the three key properties
of bulk cell water are summarized in table 6.
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TABLE7. Ehysical Properties of Water Ordered by Polyethyleneox ide
(PEO). 'Ihese studies were at concentrations
of PEO ~ 30%. except for
dielectric
relaxation,
which was in more dilute solutions.

Na+ Exclusion (Na+. /Na+ )
'c/To(NMR) (**)
rn
ex
'd/T 0 (Dielectr ic Relaxation)
Diffusion (Spin Echo) (D/D )
Diffusion,
Translation
(QN~) (D/D)
0
Diffusion,
Rotation (QNS) (1:/1: )
Osrnolality (OsM)
o
Behavior in DSC (calorimetry)
Concentration-dependence
of f.p., m.p.
Concentration-dependent
widening of
endothermic and exothermic peaks
Warming exothermic peak

0.22
4.6
2.2
0.55
0.33
3.9
1.1

(54)
(55)
(59)
(*)
(52)
(52)
(56)
(57)
(57)
(58)

* Unpublished work of Hazlewood and Bearden, quoted with permission.
**Calculated maximum 'c for water of hydration.
semipermeability
of membranes (60), and in cell
volume regulation
(5,9,14), arrl its implications
for cell preservation,
cold injury and
cryoprotection
(5,61) are discussed in the
references cited.
Finally,
it should be
anphasized that space does not permit mention of
an enormous amount of work of a large number of
investigators
using a wide variety of techniques
to study water in cells and model systems.

globular protein solutions that do not order
water in multilayers.
Berhaps the most
extensively
studied and simplest systan is
polyethyleneoxide
(PEO), and the properties
of
the water of a 30% PEO solution are shown in
table 7.
'Ihe osmotic pressures exerted by PEO and by
an extended protein, gelatin,
are much higher
than those exerted by globular proteins
(56).
The steep concentration
dependence of the osmotic
pressure of the solutions of PEO, extended
proteins,
and other model polymers provides an
answer to the key question we have posed
throughout this article-What,
if not potassium or
other solutes in high concentration,
is responsible
for the osmotic pressure of cell
water? '!his is clearly a property of water
ordered in multilayers.
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